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Mozart ( 1756- 1791): Piano Concerto in C major, K.467, No.2 1

-

When Walter Legge suggested to Walter Gieseking that he might wish to record the Emperor with Cantelli in a forthcoming
stereo version the pianist demurred on the grounds that w hen one had recorded a work with Karajan to work with anyone else
was a retrograde step. One can only speculate that Gieseking was so impressed by his collaboration with Cantelli in 1955
(which was the young conductor's first performances of this concerto) because he came back the next season. Which concerto
did he play? No surprise really: it had to be the ... Emperor! As far as this Mozart concerto is concerned the critics
commented that the veteran pianist and the young conductor were at one accord and certainly this is another highl ight in
Cantelli' s discography.
Beethoven ( 1770-1 827): Piano Concerto No.3 in C minor, Op.37
Cantelli conducted four of Beethoven's piano concertos and only the second was absent. He collaborated with four pianists
for this concerto: the first was with Eduardo del Pueyo and the Orchestra del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino on 26 January
1947; the second was with Friedrich Guida and the Orchestra del Theatre Comunale di Bologna on 20 February 1948; next
was Rudolf Firkusny (playing on this CD) and finally Arthur Rubinstein given with the Orchestra della Scala on 25 and 26
October 1956 together with the Emperor! Firku.Sn)' may not be a name which resonates the same way as Arrau, Backhaus,
Gieseking, Guida, Casadesus or Serkin (all of whom played Beethoven's concertos with Cantelli) but the fact is that he
collaborated more often with Cantelli than any other pianist and these co-operations, in alphabetical order, involved the
Beethoven 3rd( (3); the Brahms 1st (3); the Dvorak (2); the Grieg (6) and the Menotti - the Grieg and the Menotti were
Cantelli' s only performances.
Cantelli's contribution is nigh on ideal as far as the tempi and balances are concerned and one should be aware that he had
only performed the concerto twice before as mentioned above. What is particularly noticeable is the relish that Cantelli sets
for the opening Allegro con brio. The soloist and conductor integrate their conception which was to be expected from their
long association. Perhaps it would be fair to say that FirkuSnY's finger work is not as always as clear as one would expect in
the 2 1st century (is it the recording?) but one would be pemickety to make too much of that. It is a case of excellent being an
enemy of the good.
Keith Bennett, Full and extensive notes on these recordings are available online at pristineclassical.com
Producer's Note
These recordings were sourced from generally very high quality tape recordings. Despite some electrical hum and the
occasional buzzing, both of which have largely been dealt with, only the very occasional incidence of mild, and short-lived
dropout in any way troubled the reproduction. X.R remastering has greatly improved the listening experience, with a fuller,
clearer and cleaner sound. Whilst much of Jim Fassett's original CBS radio commentary has been retained, I have edited out
sections irrelevant to the concerts.
Andrew Rose

